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In a pristine valley hidden in the Himalayas, Anand has a disturbing vision. His mentor and spiritual

guide, the Master Healer Abhaydatta, is apparently in grave danger. What should he do? If he

conveys this information to his elders, he'll waste precious time. But is it wise to take matters into his

own hands?   Anand makes his choice and embarks on a spectacular adventure that takes him not

only across contemporary India but also several hundred years into the past to the time of the

Moghul rulers. There he encounters powerful sorcerers, a haughty and arrogant prince, and a jinn

capable of unspeakable magic.
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Anand is the Keeper of the Conch. He gave up his family and his home so that he can help the

world, as a Healer in Silver Valley. His friend Nisha comes with him, the first ever female healer, and

the master healer Abhaydatta is one of his instructors. As Anand struggles with his studies, he

hears a warning from the wind and views an alarming scene on a wall. The Healers must take

action; they know it is their duty to protect the world from the "evil that stirs." Abhaydatta and a

young healer called Raj-bahnu embark upon a quest to find this evil, leaving a heart-broken Anand

behind. However, just before he leaves, Abhaydatta gives Anand a pearl necklace that will change

color if he is in danger. In yet another alarming scene, Anand views Abhaydatta beside a lake with

an unconscious Raj-bhanu at his side. He knows they are in danger, but the pearls are nowhere to

be found. The Healer's Council will decide upon a course of action in the morning, but Anand knows



that by then it will be to late. The Conch agrees to transport Nisha and Anand to the lake, but

something goes slightly awry. Can Anand find the Conch, Abhaydatta, and Nisha before evil

destroys the world?The Mirror of Fire and Dreaming expresses just how powerful love can be.

Adventure, fantasy, and mystery intertwine to form an exciting novel with many important lessons.

Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni has created a world of fantasy that involves so many of life's true

feelings and emotions that it seems real; a world full of hardships and triumphs. Readers young and

old who love an exciting novel will definitely enjoy The Mirror of Fire and Dreaming, and anyone

searching for a book with just the right blend of fantasy and reality has just found the perfect tale.(...)

With rich, sumptuous detail and admirable clarity Chitra Divakaruni draws us into the Conch Bearer

Anand's journey for a second time. The difficulties faced and lessons learned by the Brotherhood of

the Conch in this newest book combine to create an enchanting story. Both The Conch Bearer and

The Mirror of Fire and Dreaming provide vibrant descriptions, especially concerning culture and

food. These books are delightful adventures wholesome enough for any age group to enjoy. Happy

Reading

This book, the sequel to The Conch Bearer, mixes the sense of excitement that every book needs,

a wonderful use of magic realism (which is illustrated by the fact that Anand, the main character,

travels from the present day India to the ancient India, who'se realistic features are marred by the

fact that Anand is a magician) , an overhanging gloom and really, really, really great writing.This

was one of my favorite books and I would definately recommend it to anyone!!!

In the same spirit as Harry Potter, but with a firm grounding in traditional South Asian fairy tales, this

series is a well spun yarn. If your child has gotten past picture books, I highly recommend these

three books, it also works well as the bed time chapter by chapter story read outloud. It's got that

essence that always appeals to older children, a complicated adventure WITHOUT parents. In

some ways, superior to the more well known Harry Potter series, this series conveys a package of

Indian social and family values, there's more than one important moral taught. There's a similarity in

terms of the importance of loyalty among friends, but a distinct difference in the sense that this

series of books teaches that violence is not an appropriate answer. It's an interesting enough tale,

with wonderful characters, I also recommend the book to those adults, with or without children, who

read young adult fiction (well written young adult fiction).



This is one of the best books I have read. I loved the Indian culture connection.I loved it when they

went back in time.It is an amazing book.
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